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Sign from anywhere
Instead of requiring a dedicated computer to sign your orders, you 
can now use any device. This includes your cell phone. Sign your 
orders from wherever you are, whether you are at home with your 
family or off on vacation. This feature lets you run your business 
efficiently, on your own terms. 

Access tasks more easily in McKesson Connect
On the McKesson Connect home page, you’ll now see under the 
key tasks section the number of CSOS orders awaiting signature 
and number of orders awaiting receiving! You can quickly address 
this queue and get back to your work — saving you time.

Work smarter with central signing enhancements 
A new central signing workflow for users at large facilities or 
chains allows you to sign in bulk — which will save time and   
effort daily when you have a very large number of CSOS orders  
to sign at one time. 

Stay on track with text alert notifications
In addition to the email alerts you currently get, you will now have 
an option to receive text alert notifications for your CSOS orders. 
The text alerts will include a link to act on the specified order. 

Alerts are available for certain changes to your order status:
• When an order is awaiting a signature
• When an order is waiting for receiving 
• When an order has been rejected as a CSOS order

New CSOS Cloud features in 
McKesson Connect
Ordering should be easy. With the new CSOS (Controlled Substances Ordering System) Cloud upgrades in McKesson Connect™, 
you’ll have fewer barriers in your way. Gone are the days of returning to the pharmacy on nights or weekends just to sign a CSOS 
order. Now, you can complete the process from wherever you are — and from any device you have available. 

Introducing the new CSOS Cloud functionality within McKesson Connect:

Perform signing 
and receiving as 
soon as you log into 
McKesson Connect
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